Abstract. Knapp and Stein have proved for semisimple Lie groups that the dimension of the commuting algebra of an induced tempered representation equals the index of a certain reflection group in a larger group. A precise analogue of their result is stated and proved in this paper for/j-adic groups.
1. Some terminology. Let ñ be a nonarchimedean local field and G a connected reductive ñ-group. Let G denote the group of ß-points of G. In this paper we employ the terminology and notations of [2] and [4] .
Fix a minimal p-pair (F0, A0) (F0 = MqN0) of G and an /l0-good maximal compact subgroup K of G. Let (F, A) (F = MN) be a semistandardp-pair of G. Let o* denote the real Lie algebra of A. Let W denote the factor group NGiA)/M. Assume that a* has a IF-invariant scalar product defined on it. where jua(w: v) is the Harish-Chandra function associated to o> and Ma = ZGiAa) iAa is the maximal subtorus of A in the kernel of the root character £,). A root a G 2, is called u-special if ua(w: 0) = 0. If a is to-special, then there is a reflection sa E W(u>). Let 2" = ± (a E 2r: a co-special). Then 2" is a root system in a subspace of a* [1, VI, §2, Proposition 9]. We write W" (u>) for the Weyl group of this root system; W"(u) is the subgroup of W(u) generated by the set [sa: a to-special}.
Let CjS(co) denote the class of the induced representation ttPu = Ind^(5^/2ö). Then C^(co) is unitary and independent of the choice of P E 9(A) or w in a W-orbit.
2. The theorem. In the following we assume that the c-functions and °c-functions, as well as the space L(co, P), are associated to a fixed smooth unitary double representation of K which satisfies associativity conditions.
Theorem. The commuting algebra of the class C^(co) has dimension [ W(u):
Proof. Harish-Chandra's commuting algebra theorem implies that, for any P E 9(A), the mapping s h» °cP\P(s: co), a homomorphism from W(u) to the group of unitary automorphisms of the algebra L(co, P), may be regarded as a mapping onto a set of generators for the commuting algebra of lnd^(8P/2o) (o E co). We prove the theorem in two steps: (1) °cP\P(s: co) is the identity on L(u, P) when í E W"(u); (2) the dimension of the commuting algebra is at least [W(u): W"(u>)\
For (1) it is enough to show that °cP\P(s: co) -I whenever 5 is the reflection sa associated to an co-special root a. Given any such a, we may choose P, E 9(A) such that a E 2°(P" A). It is enough to show that To prove (2) we shall argue as follows. Let ttPu = lndP(8p/2o) act in a vector space %. Consider the tempered Jacquet module J)C ="(%/%(P)) associated to ttPu, with ttPu the representation of Äf on %. It is known [4, Theorem 5.4.1.1] that % has a composition series of length [W(G/A)], whose composition factors, counted with multiplicities, are {8p/2us)setv^G,Ay Furthermore, it follows from the fact that discrete series are projectives in the category of tempered modules (with a fixed central exponent) that % is a direct sum of isotypic submodules. Let 3C(to) be the submodtale all of whose components are of class 8p/2u. The composition series for 9C(to) has length [W(to)]. The Frobenius reciprocity theorem [4, Theorem 1.7.10] implies that 8p/2u> occurs as a quotient in OC(co) a number of times equal to the dimension of thecommuting algebra of C^(to). Thus, to prove (2), it is sufficient to show that %(to) contains 8p/2u as a quotient at least [IF(to): W'iu)] times. For this, it is obviously_sufficient to show that the multiplicity of the central character 8p/2xu in OC(to) is no greater than [ IF "(to)].
We shall prove, instead, an equivalent fact involving the Eisenstein integral and the weak constant term. Let us show that $(i0, v) is holomorphic at v = 0. It is enough to check this for any if G L(to, P). As is well known, we may (and do) choose if such that £(F: if: v) = F(F: if: sv) for all s E IF (to) and v E a*. Observe that, in this case, cP\P(s : co : tp)xpxs,¡, = cP\P(st : co : p)xpXs", for all s, t E W(u) and p E a*, so 0(1, s0p) = 0(s0, p). Thus, it is sufficient to check that 0(1, p) is holomorphic at p = 0.
We shall need the fact that the weak constant term takes its image in the direct sum ®selv/wi y3,(M, t^)^. This is proved in the supercuspidal case in [4, Corollary 5.4.4.6] ; the proof in the present case is exactly the same and depends upon the fact, used above, that discrete series are projectives in the category of tempered admissible modules. As a consequence, any term EP (P:
is holomorphic in a neighborhood of p = p0. We have already observed that the singularities of 0(1, p), if there are any, lie in U Ha (a E 2"). It follows easily from the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem that a nonempty zero set of a holomorphic function defined in an open set U of a complex space is a union of hypersurfaces in U. Therefore, it is sufficient, in order to show that 0(1, p) is holomorphic at p = 0, to show that the singularities lie in a subset of codimension at least two.
Let a E 2" and p0 E Ha -Ua^aHa.. We shall show that 0(1, p) is holomorphic at p = p0. To see this, note first that rV(w"^ n W"(u0) = {1, sa), which follows from well-known properties of Weyl groups. We may choose representatives sx, . . . ,sr E ^"(co) \ W(u) such that s¡ and sas¡ fix Ha for all / = 1, . . . , r. There is a neighborhood V of p0 on which hence, 0(1, j») is holomorphic near p = p0. We conclude that 0(1, p) is, in fact, holomorphic at p -0. This proves the theorem.
